We’re excited to introduce the wonderful books on
our list in the second half of 2022. Featuring an enthralling journey through the landscape and history
of the austere Danish coast (A Line in the World), an
electric literary noir from Argentina (Urgent Matters) and a spirited, acerbic memoir of life in a New
York hotel(Hotel Splendide), we have something for
every reader.
From an exhilarating insider look at Chornobyl’s
toxic Exclusion Zone (Stalking the Atomic City) to
a poignant, startling story of caste in rural India
(Pyre), from vivid snapshots recorded in occupied
Paris (Clouds over Paris) to an ingenious Japanese
classic murder mystery (The Tattoo Murder), these
are the world’s best stories, to be read and read
again.
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MARKIYAN KAMYSH
An exhilarating journey into the Exclusion Zone of Chornobyl
with the disaffected adventurers who illegally stalk its ruins
For many, the 1,000-square-mile Chornobyl
Exclusion Zone is a symbol of total disaster:
a reminder of the day thousands of lives were
shattered, now a toxic no-man’s-land. For
Markiyan Kamysh, it is a site of pilgrimage.
He and dozens like him call themselves ‘stalkers’: wild adventurers who sneak past border
patrols to spend days exploring the desolate
corners of the Zone. In Stalking the Atomic
City, Kamysh, the son of a Chornobyl disaster
liquidator, invites us into this alien world.

‘A stunning, original voice
as lyrical as it is unnerving’
Alan Weisman, author of
The World Without Us
Translated from the Ukrainian by
Hanna Leliv and Reilly Costigan-Humes
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278559
£12.99
July 2022
144pp
Demy Trade PB

With electrifying prose, Kamysh tells of hallucinatory days alone in the rusted ruins, of
panicked brushes with police and moments of
ecstatic celebration in the wasteland. Written
with gonzo energy and brash lyricism, Stalking
the Atomic City is a vital, singular document
of this dystopian reality.
Markiyan Kamysh is a Ukrainian writer
who represents the Chornobyl underground in literature. Since 2010, he has illegally explored the Chornobyl Exclusion
Zone. Stalking the Atomic City, his first
book, has been translated into multiple
languages and published to great acclaim.
He lives in Kyiv, Ukraine. See more photos
on his Instagram @markiyankamysh.

new titles

STALKING THE ATOMIC CITY

REBECCA MAY JOHNSON

A LINE IN THE WORLD:
A YEAR ON THE NORTH SEA COAST
DORTHE NORS

A bracingly original, revelatory book that explores cooking and
the kitchen as sources of pleasure, constraint and revolution

A breathtaking and intelligent book that explores the magnetic
attraction of the austere Danish coast

The spatter of sauce in a pan, a cook’s subtle
deviation from a recipe, the careful labour of
cooking for loved ones: these are not often
the subjects of critical enquiry. Cooking,
we are told, has nothing to do with serious
thought; the path to intellectual fulfilment
leads directly out of the kitchen.
In this electrifying, innovative memoir, Rebecca May Johnson rewrites the kitchen as a vital
source of knowledge and revelation. Playfully
dissolving the boundaries between abstract
intellect and bodily pleasure, domesticity and
politics, Johnson awakens us to the richness
of cooking as a means of experiencing the
self and the world – and to the revolutionary
potential of the small fires burning in every
kitchen.

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781911590484
£14.99
August 2022
184pp
Demy Hardback

Rebecca May Johnson is a writer and
academic whose writing brings critical
practices into everyday life. She has written for Fantastic Man, Times Literary Supplement, the Happy Reader, the LRB blog,
Financial Times and the Guardian, among
others. She was finalist in the ‘Young
British Foodies’ writing prize for writing
published on her site Dinner Document.
Small Fires is her first book.

There is a line that stretches from the
northernmost tip of Denmark to where the
Wadden Sea meets Holland in the southwest. Dorthe Nors, one of Denmark’s most
acclaimed contemporary writers, grew up on
this line; a native Jutlander, her childhood was
spent among the storm-battered trees and
wind-blasted beaches of the North Sea coast.
In A Line in the World, she recounts a lifetime
spent in thrall to this coastline.

‘Reading Nors’s work, one is
reminded of the thrills and
dangers of living’ Yiyun Li,
author of Must I Go
Translated from the Danish by
Caroline Waight
Cover design by Jo Walker
Illustrations by Signe Parkins

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277958
£14.99
October 2022
224pp
Demy Hardback

This is the story of the violent collisions
between the people who settled in these wild
landscapes and the vagaries of the natural
world. In this singularly thrilling work, Nors
invites the reader on a journey through
history and memory - the landscape’s as well
as her own.

Dorthe Nors was born in 1970 and studied
literature at the University of Aarhus. She
is one of the most original voices in contemporary Danish literature. She is the
first Danish writer ever to have a short
story published in the New Yorker. Nors
has published several works of fiction, including Mirror, Shoulder, Signal – shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize
– and the story collection Wild Swims.
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SMALL FIRES:
AN EPIC IN THE KITCHEN

ANIMAL LIFE

Sharply immediate, evocative diaries from the heart of Occupied
Paris by a classic German writer, in English for the first time

A dazzling, funny and beguiling novel about birth and death, set
during the darkness of an Icelandic winter

AUÐUR AVA ÓLAFSDÓTTIR

The writer Felix Hartlaub died in obscurity
at just 31, vanishing from Berlin in 1945. He
left behind a small oeuvre of private writings
from the Second World War: fragments
and observations of life from the midst of
catastrophe that, with their evocative power
and precision, would make a permanent place
for him in German letters.

‘The greatest literary talent
of his generation’ Die Welt

Translated from the German by
Simon Beattie
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278443
£14.99
September 2022
192pp
Demy Hardback

Posted to Paris in 1940 to conduct archival
research, Hartlaub recorded his impressions
of the unfamiliar city in notebooks that document the daily realities of occupation. With
a painter’s eye for detail, Hartlaub writes of
the bustle of civilians and soldiers in cafés,
of half-seen trysts during blackout hours and
the sublime light of Paris in spring, making
for a unique testament to the persistence of
ordinary life through disaster.
Felix Hartlaub was a German historian
and writer. He was called up immediately
upon graduating from studies in history
in 1939. Initially serving in a barrage
balloon unit, he was sent to Paris in late
1940 to do archival research for the German foreign office, using his spare time to
document the city in the notebooks that
comprise Clouds Over Paris.

In the days leading up to Christmas, Dómhildur delivers her 1,922nd baby. She follows in
the steps of her great-grandmother, greataunt and aunt in the intricate craft of bringing
new life into the world, even living in the
apartment that her great-aunt left to her.

‘She is the heart’s finest
map-maker’ Sjón

Translated from the Icelandic by
Brian FitzGibbon
Cover design by Nathan Burton

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277675
£9.99
December 2022
224pp
B-format PB

Amongst the old furniture and faulty electrical
appliances, Dómhildur unearths a vast archive
of her great-aunt’s letters and manuscripts,
full of unusual insights into birth, death and
the ‘human animal’. As a storm races towards
Reykjavik, and Dómhildur fields frantic calls
from her sister and visits from her strange
new neighbour, she finds unexpected meaning
in her great-aunt’s writing.
Animal Life is a funny and beguiling novel that
comes direct from the darkness of an Icelandic winter, full of hope for spring.
Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir is a prize-winning novelist, playwright and poet. Her
novels have been translated into over 25
languages, and they include Butterflies in
November, Hotel Silence and Miss Iceland,
also published by Pushkin Press. Hotel
Silence won the Nordic Council Literature
Prize and the Icelandic Literary Prize,
and Miss Iceland won the Prix Médicis
Étranger. Auður Ava lives in Reykjavik.
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CLOUDS OVER PARIS:
THE WARTIME NOTEBOOKS OF
FELIX HARTLAUB

GIRL IN WHITE

PERUMAL MURUGAN

SUE HUBBARD

A poignant, startling novel about love, caste and intolerance in
rural India

A dazzling novel about the life of the groundbreaking artist,
Paula Modersohn-Becker

Saroja and Kumaresan are young and in love.
After meeting in a small southern Indian town,
where Kumaresan works at a soda bottling
shop, they quickly marry before returning to
Kumaresan’s family village to build a new life
together. But they are harbouring a dangerous secret: Saroja is from a different caste
than Kumaresan, and if the villagers find out,
they will both be in grave peril.

‘A major Indian writer’ New
York Times

Translated from the Tamil by
Aniruddhan Vasudevan
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278627
£9.99
August 2022
224pp
B-format PB

Faced with venom from her mother-in-law,
and questions from her new neighbours, Saroja tries to adjust to a lonely and uncomfortable life, while Kumaresan struggles to scrape
together enough money for them to start
over somewhere new. Will their love keep
them safe in a hostile world?

Perumal Murugan is one of India’s most
well-known literary writers. He has
written eleven novels and five collections
each of short stories and poetry. His
novels One Part Woman and The Story of a
Goat were both longlisted for the National Book Award for Translated Literature.
They are both published by Pushkin Press.

Paula Modersohn-Becker was a pioneer of
modern art in Europe, but denounced as
degenerate by the Nazis after her death. Sue
Hubbard draws on the artist’s diaries and
paintings to bring to life her singular existence, her battle to achieve independence and
recognition and her intense relationship with
the poet Rainer Maria Rilke.

‘Masterly, moving and
beautifully written’ Fay
Weldon

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782279129
£9.99
October 2022
256pp
B-format PB

Not only do we discover Paula’s vibrant
personality and rich legacy of Expressionist paintings, but also come to understand
something of the corrupted ideologies of the
Third Reich. Written with the eye of a painter
and the soul of a poet, this moving story
is a meditation on love, loss, memory and,
ultimately, hope.

Sue Hubbard is an award-winning poet,
novelist and freelance art critic. She has
published three acclaimed novels and
numerous collections of poetry, and was
commissioned to create London’s largest
public art poem at Waterloo. Her fourth
novel, Flatlands, is forthcoming from
ONE.
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PYRE

TO THE ONE I LOVE THE BEST

LUDWIG BEMELMANS

LUDWIG BEMELMANS

Acerbic, colourful and spirited stories from life in a grand New
York hotel, from the author of the Madeline books

A witty and charming account of 1950s Hollywood, and the
author’s friendship with the wildly entertaining Elsie de Wolfe

In this uproariously funny memoir, Ludwig
Bemelmans uncovers the fabulous world of
the Hotel Splendide, the luxury New York hotel where he worked as a waiter. With equal
parts affection and barbed wit, he records
the everyday chaos that reigns behind the
smooth facades of the gilded dining room and
banquet halls.

‘The original bad boy of the
New York restaurant/hotel
scene’ Anthony Bourdain

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277910
£9.99
September 2022
144pp
B-format PB

In hilarious detail, Bemelmans sketches the
hierarchy of hotel life and its strange and
fascinating inhabitants: from the ruthlessly
authoritarian maître d’hôtel Monsieur Victor
to the kindly waiter Mespoulets to Frizl the
homesick busboy. Illustrated with his own
charming line drawings, Bemelmans’ tales of a
bygone era of extravagance are as delightful
as they are riotously entertaining.

Ludwig Bemelmans (1898–1962) was an
Austrian-born American writer and illustrator of books for children and adults.
He travelled from Austria to America at
the age of sixteen and worked for three
years in the dining halls of what he called,
in his autobiographical works, the Hotel
Splendide. He is perhaps best known as
the author of the beloved Madeline books.

Ludwig Bemelmans came to the California
home of famed interior decorator Elise de
Wolfe, Lady Mendl, for cocktails. By the end
of the night, he was firmly established as a
member of the family: given a bedroom in
their sumptuous house, invitations to the
most outrageous parties in Hollywood, and
the friendship of the larger-than-life woman
known to her closest friends simply as ‘Mother’.

‘An extravaganza in
Bemelmans’ inimitable vein’
Kirkus Reviews

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277934
£9.99
December 2022
224pp
B-format PB

With hilarity and mischief, Bemelmans lifts the
curtain on a bygone world of extravagance
and eccentricity, where the parties are held in
circus tents and populated by ravishing movie
stars. To the One I Love the Best is a luminous
painting of life’s oddities and a touching tribute to a fabulously funny woman.

Ludwig Bemelmans (1898–1962) was an
Austrian-born American writer and illustrator of books for children and adults.
He travelled from Austria to America at
the age of sixteen and worked for three
years in the dining halls of what he called,
in his autobiographical works, the Hotel
Splendide. He is perhaps best known as
the author of the beloved Madeline books.
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HOTEL SPLENDIDE

SWANN IN LOVE

ALGERNON BLACKWOOD

MARCEL PROUST

A beautiful gift edition of some of the most eerie and unnerving
tales from one of Britain’s greatest proponents of ghost stories

Stunning deluxe edition of the standalone novella from Proust’s
great masterpiece, in a new translation

‘Of the quality of Mr.
Blackwood’s genius there
can be no dispute’ H.P.
Lovecraft
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278511
£9.99
October 2022
224pp
B-format HB

A British traveller in France stops in a remote
French hill town with some very unusual
inhabitants and soon finds himself unable to
leave; a scholar staying in a lodging house
feels himself observed by a malevolent presence; two friends on a canoeing trip spend a
night on a lonely willow-covered island in the
middle of the Danube, haunted by the strange
trees and sinister shapes in the water...

When Charles Swann first lays eyes on Odette
de Crécy, he is indifferent to her beauty. Their
paths continue to cross in the drawing rooms
and theatres of Parisian high society, and the
seeds of desire in Swann begin to flourish.
What follows is a journey through self-delusion, jealousy and delirious fantasy, which will
take Swann far from the sedate comfort of his
society life.

Algernon Blackwood is one of Britain’s greatest ever proponents of weird and supernatural stories. This collection contains four of
his most unnervingly curious tales: ‘Ancient
Sorceries’, ‘The Listener’, ‘The Sea Fit’ and
‘The Willows’.

A standalone novella from Proust’s monumental masterpiece, Swann in Love is a sublimely
witty and poignant story of the illusions of
love and desire. Full of the rich social satire
and penetrating insight that distinguish
Proust’s style, it is the perfect introduction to
one of the world’s great novelists.

Algernon Blackwood was born in Shooter’s Hill, now a suburb of London, in 1869.
In 1880, he travelled North America
where he hunted moose in the Canadian
wilderness, worked as a reporter in New
York and began to write his first stories.
Over the rest of his life he travelled
widely and wrote prolifically, producing
14 novels as well as many popular collections of weird and ghostly tales.

‘One of the miracles
of European literature’
Guardian

Translated from the French by
Lucy Raitz
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278115
£14.99
November 2022
256pp
B-format HB

Marcel Proust was born in Auteuil in
1871. As a young man he became an
eminent society figure, frequenting Paris’s
most exclusive salons. Following the
death of his mother, Proust’s already poor
health began to deteriorate further, and
he increasingly withdrew from society.
He started writing In Search of Lost Time
in 1908 and worked on its seven volumes
until his death in 1922.
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ANCIENT SORCERIES

new titles

MANSERVANT AND
MAIDSERVANT

IVY COMPTON-BURNETT
A Guardian ‘1000 novels everyone
must read’

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278689
£9.99
May 2022
320pp
B-format PB

Horace Lamb runs an austere household with
tyrannical authority and cruel economy. His
five children shiver through the winter and
learn that a fire is not a thing to be taken
for granted. When Horace suddenly turns
attentive and caring, the real difficulties begin:
the taut order of the household slackens,
setting loose old grievances.

‘To read her for the first time is a singular
experience’ Hilary Mantel

Cover design by Jo Walker

DAUGHTERS AND SONS
IVY COMPTON-BURNETT
‘Cruel genius’ Maggie Nelson
Sabine Ponsonby presides over her large
household with despotic force, rivalled only
by her imperious daughter, Hetta. While
her needling cruelties cause one governess
after another to flee, the family’s younger
generation begins to stir in revolt.

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278702
£9.99
July 2022
288pp
B-format PB

Cover design by Jo Walker

‘She remains entirely original – funny,
shocking, horribly true’ Guardian

AFTER THE LIGHTS GO OUT

JOEY HARTSTONE

JOHN VERCHER

A suspenseful legal drama packed with Southern atmosphere for
fans of The Good Wife and Steve Cavanagh

From the CWA-shortlisted author of Three-Fifths comes a
propulsive and gritty sports noir

BIG BUSINESS

Xavier ‘Scarecrow’ Wallace is a biracial Black
MMA fighter on the wrong side of thirty, who
is facing the comeback fight of his life.

James Euchre lives an easy life as a local
attorney in a small Texan town, making plenty
of money from patent infringement cases.

He is also losing his battle with pugilistic
dementia – a struggle he can longer deny.

BAD BLOOD

As he trains, he visits the nursing home of
his father, a white man who is suffering from
end-stage Alzheimer’s. Here, he witnesses
episodes that reveal shocking truths about his
past and family.

But when his mentor is killed and one of his
clients is arrested for murder, Jimmy is forced
to take on his first criminal case - defending
the man who allegedly killed his friend.
BETRAYAL
As Jimmy and his team search for the truth,
they uncover some deadly secrets.

‘A razor-sharp thriller
reminiscent of the best of
Grisham’ Kia Abdullah

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277743
£12.99
July 2022
320pp
Demy Trade PB

And the deeper he goes, the more Jimmy
fears that he’ll fail to save an innocent client’s
life - or worse - wind up freeing a guilty man...

Joey Hartstone is a film and television
writer who often wishes he was a lawyer.
He is a graduate of Brandeis University
and UCLA, where he received his master’s
degree in screenwriting. He has written
two feature films, LBJ and Shock and Awe,
both directed by Rob Reiner. Joey has
also worked as a television writer and
producer on The Good Fight and Showtime’s legal thriller Your Honor.

‘A stunning, stone-cold
knockout’ P. J. Vernon

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277545
£14.99
September 2022
288pp
Demy Hardback

When a sparring session with a young fighter
goes horribly wrong, Xavier is faced with a
dangerous dilemma: he must throw his fight
or suffer the deadly consequences.

John Vercher is a writer on race, identity
and social justice currently living in the
Philadelphia area with his wife and two
sons. His debut novel, Three-Fifths, was
shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey
(New Blood) Award and was a Sunday
Times, Guardian and Financial Times Book
of the Year.
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THE LOCAL

URGENT MATTERS

ZIJIN CHEN

PAULA RODRÍGUEZ

A Chinese smash-hit suspense about teenage accountability,
where no one is innocent, for fans of Keigo Higashino

An electric Argentinian literary thriller for fans of Laura
Lippman and The Wire

One beautiful morning, Zhang Dongsheng
pushes his wealthy in-laws off a mountain –
the perfect crime.

A train crashes in the suburbs of Buenos Aires,
leaving forty-three people dead, including two
unidentifiable bodies.

Or so he thinks.

Hugo, a homicide suspect wanted for a body
found dumped on the outskirts of the city, is
on the train. Unharmed, but trapped, he is left
holding his phone and a prayer card of Saint
Expeditus: the patron saint of urgent causes.

Even though the murders were as carefully
choreographed as a play, he did not expect
that three teenagers had caught him in the
act.
But Zhang Dongsheng seriously underestimated the smarts of those three kids. . .
Dark, murky and violent, Bad Kids is the Chinese suspense thriller about the inner lives of
teenagers that has taken China by storm.

Translated from the Chinese by
Michelle Deeter
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277620
£8.99
August 2022
256pp
B-format PB

Zijin Chen is a bestselling author of
suspense fiction. Celebrated as China’s
‘Keigo Higashino’ by his readers, Zijin
Chen’s novel Bad Kids has been adapted
for one of 2020’s highest-rating television
shows.

‘Fast paced, has action,
suspense and great
characters’ Claudia Piñeiro

Translated from the Spanish by
Sarah Moses

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278139
£12.99
November 2022
288pp
Demy Trade PB

To evade the police, Hugo must pretend to
be one of the dead bodies. But the police get
wise to the trick, and their leads begin unravelling at a furious pace, whipping through
Buenos Aires’ cartels and criminal rings to
reveal widespread corruption that reaches
into the suburbs and beyond. . .

Paula Rodríguez is a journalist, editor,
co-founder, writer, comedian, ghostwriter,
and feminist activist. She has worked for
twenty-five years in magazine editorial.
Urgent Matters is her first novel.
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BAD KIDS

GRAVE INTENTIONS

AKIMITSU TAGAKI

RV RAMAN

An ingenious classic Japanese murder mystery, set in post-war
Tokyo and steeped in the illicit subculture of Yakuza tattoos

The second Harith Athreya mystery: A Golden Age-esque cosy
crime set in contemporary India

Kinue Nomura survived World War II only
to be murdered in Tokyo, her severed limbs
discovered in a room locked from the inside.
Gone is the part of her that bore one of
the most beautiful full-body tattoos ever
rendered.

‘Intricate, fantastic and
utterly absorbing’ Kirkus
Reviews

Translated from the Japanese by
Deborah Boehm
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278283
£8.99
October 2022
352pp
B-format PB

When an archaeologist defies local legend,
while on a riverside dig in the heart of remote
Bundelkhand, a place rich in myth and history,
the fallout is swift and deadly.
What secrets lurk within the leafy confines of
the haunted isle?

Kenzo Matsushita, a young doctor who was
first to discover the crime scene, feels compelled to assist his detective brother, who is
in charge of the case. But Kenzo has a secret:
he was Kinue’s lover, and soon his involvement
in the investigation becomes as twisted and
complex as the writhing snakes that once
adorned Kinue’s torso.

As Harith Athreya, a private detective with
vivid imagination, is called in to investigate
the missing archaeological team members, he
begins to uncover a mystery where the past
and present meld into each other, and where
the creepy local folklore seems more alive
than ever...

Akimitsu Takagi was born in Japan in
1920 and worked as an aeronautical
engineer until he decided to become a
mystery writer on the recommendation
of a fortune teller. He went on to become
one of the country’s most popular crime
authors, winning the prestigious Mystery
Writers Club Award. The Tattoo Murder
was Takagi’s debut.

Following a corporate career spanning
three decades and four continents, RV
Raman now lectures on management,
mentors young entrepreneurs, serves
as an independent director on company
boards, and writes. A Will to Kill, the first
novel in the Harith Athreya series, is
also available from Pushkin Vertigo. RV
Raman lives in Chennai.

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277347
£8.99
December 2022
304pp
B-format PB
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THE TATTOO MURDER

p ushkin vertigo

THE WHEEL OF DOLL
JONATHAN AMES
A gloriously offbeat slice of Hollywood noir - the sequel to A
Man Named Doll
When a wealthy young woman walks into
Happy Doll’s office with a job for him up in
Portland, LA’s most eccentric private eye is
not in a position to refuse. But after Happy
heads north his investigations end with the
death of an old friend, and Happy being
thrown in jail... and then Covid strikes. Can
Happy escape both prison and the virus to
find his way back to LA, unmask his mysterious employers and get justice for his dead
friend?
The Wheel of Doll is a thrillingly dark and
offbeat comic noir novel from the author of
A Man Named Doll and You Were Never Really
Here.

Cover design by Mark Swan

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277705
£8.99
December 2022
224pp
B-format PB

Jonathan Ames is the author of ten books
including Wake Up, Sir!, The Extra Man and
You Were Never Really Here, all published
by Pushkin Press. He also created the hit
TV comedies Bored to Death and Blunt
Talk. His novel You Were Never Really
Here was adapted for a Hollywood film by
Lynne Ramsay. The Wheel of Doll is the
second in the series of Happy Doll thrillers, the first being A Man Named Doll.

NEW
EDITIONS

n ew i n pa pe rb a c k

I LIVE A LIFE LIKE
YOURS: A MEMOIR

n ew i n pa pe rba ck

JAN GRUE
A thrilling work of popular history, offering a new perspective
on the bloody Viking-Anglo Saxon conflicts

A profoundly beautiful memoir about living as a vulnerable body
that rewrites our understanding of disability, desire and family

In the eleventh century, the rulers of the lands
surrounding the North Sea are all hungry for
power. To get power they need soldiers, to
get soldiers they need silver, and to get silver
there is no better way than war and plunder.
This vicious cycle draws all the lands of the
north into a struggle for supremacy that will
shatter kingdoms and forge an empire.

‘Vivid... exemplary popular
history’ Neil Price, author
of The Children of Ash
and Elm
Translated from the Norwegian by
Alison McCullough
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278351
£12.99
October 2022
384pp
B-format PB

The Wolf Age takes the reader on a thrilling
journey through the bloody shared history of
England and Scandinavia, and on across early
medieval Europe, from the wild Norwegian
fjords to the wealthy cities of Muslim Andalusia. Warfare, plotting, backstabbing and
bribery abound as Tore Skeie weaves sagas
and skaldic poetry with breathless dramatization to bring the world of the Vikings and
Anglo-Saxons to vivid life.
Tore Skeie is one of Norway’s most acclaimed historians, having written several
prize-winning and bestselling works of
medieval history. The Wolf Age was a
bestseller in Norway, won the prestigious
Sverre Steen award and is the first of
Tore’s books to be translated into English.

Jan Grue had just become a father when he
inherited a stack of his childhood medical
records. Following a diagnosis of spinal muscular atrophy at the age of three, the raft of
doctors’ notes, clinical descriptions and case
histories defined his body as defective and
his future as bleak and limited. They conjured
a childhood nothing like the one he remembered, that failed to anticipate the life he lived
now. I Live a Life Like Yours is Grue’s beautiful,
groundbreaking search for a literary language
that could better tell his story.

‘Bright, defiant, smart,
generous and... revolutionary’
David Mitchell

Translated from the Norwegian by
B.L. Crook
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276579
£9.99
November 2022
176pp
B-format PB

Writing with clear-eyed wisdom and bracing
frankness, Grue folds insights from art, film
and literature into an expansive account
of who he was expected to be, and who he
became.

Jan Grue was born in 1981 in Oslo. The
author of a wide-ranging body of work in
fiction, nonfiction, children’s books, and
academic literature, he is also Professor
of Qualitative Research at the University
of Oslo. I Live a Life Like Yours was published in Norway in 2018. It was the first
Norwegian non-fiction book to be nominated for the Nordic Council’s Literature
Prize in 50 years.

n ew editio ns

new editio ns

THE WOLF AGE
TORE SKEIE

new editio ns

LAND OF SNOW AND
ASHES

n ew i n pa pe rb a c k

PETRA RAUTIAINEN
The haunting, gripping story of Lapland’s buried history of Nazi
crimes during World War II
Finnish Lapland, 1944: a young soldier is
called to work as an interpreter at a Nazi
prison camp. Surrounded by cruelty and
death, he struggles to hold onto his humanity.
When peace comes, the crimes are buried
beneath the snow and ice.

‘Beautiful... A chapter in
history that has rarely
been visible’ Loostâš

Translated from the Finnish by
David Hackston
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277378
£8.99
December 2022
288pp
B-format PB

A few years later, journalist Inkeri is assigned
to investigate the rapid development of
remote Western Lapland. Her real motivation
is more personal: she is following a lead on
her husband, who disappeared during the war.
Finding a small community riven with tension
and suspicious of outsiders, Inkeri slowly begins to uncover traces of disturbing facts that
were never supposed to come to light.
From this stark polar landscape emerges a
story of silenced histories and ongoing oppression, of human brutality and survival.
Petra Rautiainen was born in 1988 in a
small town in Eastern Finland. Petra has
travelled around the world, studied in the
UK and worked in Canada, New Zealand
and Scotland. Since childhood, she has
been inspired by the barren nature of the
Arctic, and hiking is her greatest passion.
Land of Snow and Ashes is her debut novel
and is currently being translated into ten
languages.

PUSHKIN
C O L L EC T I O N

THE LOOKING-GLASS:
ESSENTIAL STORIES

BRUNO SCHULZ

MACHADO DE ASSIS

New translations of Bruno Schulz’s most captivating short
stories, in a beautiful Pushkin Collection edition

Enchanting new translations of the finest stories by the great
Brazilian author Machado de Assis

The stories in this collection are rich, tangled,
and suffused with mystery and wonder. In
the narrowing, winding city streets, strange
figures roam. Great flocks of birds soar over
rooftops, obscuring the sun. Cockroaches
appear through cracks and scuttle across
floorboards. Individuals careen from university
buildings to dimly lit parlour rooms, through
strange shops and endless storms.

‘One of the most original
imaginations in modern
Europe’ Cynthia Ozick

Translated from the Polish by
Stanley Bill
Cover design by Clare Skeats

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277897
£12
November 2022
224pp
Flapped Paperback

Crowded with moments of stunning beauty,
these stories showcase Schulz’s darkly modern sensibility, and his status as one of the
great transformers of the ordinary into the
fantastical.

Bruno Schulz was a Polish Jewish writer
and artist, regarded as one of the greatest Polish-language writers of all time. He
was born and lived most of his life in the
town of Drohobych, now part of Ukraine.
He published two collections of short
stories in his lifetime; much of his writing,
including his final, unfinished novel The
Messiah, was lost in the Holocaust.

Machado de Assis is one of the most enigmatic and fascinating story writers who ever
lived. What seem at first to be stately social
satires reveal unanticipated depths through
hints of darkness and winking surrealism. This
new selection of his finest work, translated by
the prize-winning Daniel Hahn, showcases the
many facets of his mercurial genius.

‘The greatest writer ever
produced in Latin America’
Susan Sontag

Translated from the Portuguese
by Daniel Hahn
Cover design by Clare Skeats

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782278078
£12
October 2022
256pp
Flapped Paperback

pushkin collectio
sectio n

p ushkin collection

NOCTURNAL REVERIES:
ESSENTIAL STORIES

A brilliant scientist opens the first asylum in
his home town, only to start finding signs of
insanity all around him. A young lieutenant
basks in praise of his new position, but in
solitude feels his identity fray into nothing.
The reading of a beloved, respected elder
statesman’s journals reveals hidden thoughts
of merciless cruelty.

Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis is
regarded as among the greatest Brazilian
writers of all time. Born to a poor family
in Rio de Janerio, he went on to a successful career as a writer of romantic novels
and government bureaucrat. In the late
1870s he suffered a severe bout of illness,
after which he wrote the ironic, complex
masterpieces for which he is now famous,
including Dom Casmurro.
31

The Top 10 Sunday Times Bestseller

Shortlisted for the International Booker
Prize

Winner of the International Booker Prize

ISBN: 9781911590699
Price: £14.99
Extent: 224pp

ISBN: 9781782275404
Price: £8.99
Extent: 288pp

ISBN: 9781782276142
Price: £8.99
Extent: 192pp

ISBN: 9781782277538
Price: £8.99
Extent: 160pp

‘One of the finest and most ambitious
novels about America I’ve read’ Yiyun Li,
author of Must I Go

‘Brutal, colourful, carnal... Impossible to
put down’ Expressen

‘A finely observed Irish debut’ Guardian

‘Mesmerizing... I was completely engrossed
in this story’ Avni Doshi, author of the
Booker Prize-shortlisted Burnt Sugar

ISBN: 9781911590637
Price: £16.99
Extent: 320pp

ISBN: 9781782276708
Price: £8.99
Extent: 320pp

ISBN: 9781911590583
Price: £8.99
Extent: 272pp

ISBN: 9781782276586
Price: £14.99
Extent: 224pp

pushkin press highlights

p ushkin press highlights

‘Left me wanting more. Masterfully
written’ Candice Carty-Williams, author
of Queenie

‘Funny, well-observed... Sattouf has drawn
a portrait of a generation’ Observer

A tense ticking-bomb suspense thriller

‘The master of ingenious plotting is finally
on the case for anglophone readers’
Guardian

ISBN: 9781782276203
Price: £8.99
Extent: 224pp

ISBN: 9781782276173
Price: £12.99
Extent: 56pp

ISBN: 9781782278047
Price: £14.99
Extent: 352pp

ISBN: 9781782277415
Price: £8.99
Extent: 272pp

‘It is impossible to look at the world the
same way after reading Babel’ Financial
Times

‘A sprightly new translation... reminds us
how extremely funny [Dostoevsky] could
be’ TLS

‘An authentic and heart-rending pageturner. An exceptional debut’ Clare
Mackintosh, author of Hostage

‘A slice of sheer pleasure... blends the feel
of classic crime with the modern world’
Observer

ISBN: 9781782277811
Price: £12
Extent: 256pp

ISBN: 9781782276739
Price: £12
Extent: 224pp

ISBN: 9781782276968
Price: £8.99
Extent: 480pp

ISBN: 9781782277323
Price: £8.99
Extent: 272pp

pushkin press highlights

p ushkin press highlights

‘A thrilling dystopia that everyone should
read’ Dazed
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